G & P Eventi
Always next to you for the organization of Business travel and events in Italy, in Europe, in the World (for the Galaxy we almost are there!)
G&P Eventi

Drawing lessons from the past, but renewed in the form, in the spirit and in the contents, after 30 years of success, we introduce a new look in the world of business travel and event management.

Experience, professionalism, versatility

Always the foundation of our work.
G as Gabriella

The **passion** in the creation and management of Events, Conventions, Canvass, Incentives, Product Launches, Road shows, Programs tailored to individual incentives.

**memorability, oddness, strength, deference**

In one word

**Extra-ordinary**
A G&P Event

An event for us it is never just a logistics matter or a budget to manage. It is always a good time to strike at the heart, to leave a mark. A new sign.

For us it is the moment when the company shows its soul to his Customers. An investment in economic terms and relationships that must respond to a "why" and to a "thing".

In the mind, in the soul and in the heart.
Our services

- Comunicazione
- Logistica
- Intrattenimento
- Organizzazione
- Spettacoli
- Assistenza-Online
- Segreteria-Orginizzativa
- Accredito-Online
- Tempo-libero
- Service-Audio-Video
- Hostess
- Adesioni-Accrediti
- Tour-Leader
- Grafica
- Voli
- Creatività
- Web
- Operativa
P as Paolo

"Always On" in business travel: always present to provide the best and outstanding solutions for the business stay and beyond. There are no public holidays. There are no time zones. He is your "checked baggage", he never leaves you alone.

management, productivity, control

In one word

Perfect Trip
The Business Travel of G&P

Travelling for work is not just a ticket, a plane, a train, a hotel or a shuttle to organize. We always are next to our customer at any time he needs a support: calm and saving, from the first booking to cost reporting.

we travel with you
we do not ever leave you alone.
Incoming of G&P

• On the strength of our extensive experience, we aim to be the company of reference for the Spanish and Latin-American tour operators who want a presence in Italy (DMC), or as a the most qualified agency to organize their clients’ trips.

• We organize custom packages that match the needs and desires of our clients to make their stay unforgettable, unique and filled with memories they will treasure for life.

• Our philosophy is built on providing maximum client satisfaction and offering something new and exclusive, off the beaten track, and always in style.

• Thanks to its uniquely privileged location, Rome is the launching point par excellence for excursions to all the incredible places that Italy has to offer.
Italy main incoming services

G&P offers any kind of products and services; below, some of these:

• Transfers from/to hotel or booked apartment.
• Customized tours of Rome according to the wishes of the customers.
• Surroundings Rome tours (Castelli Romani, Castel Gandolfo, lakes, Bracciano, etc).
• Visit the village of Greccio (100 km from Rome, 1h45m): Sanctuary of Greccio, widely known as the Franciscan Bethlehem; It was here that, on Christmas Day 1223, San Francisco accounted for the first time in the history of Christianity, the birth of Jesus.
• Visit the village of Matera: the Sassi, declared by UNESCO World Heritage Site and was declared European Capital of Culture 2019 (one / two days).
• Visit the Abbey of Montecassino: benedictine abbey, founded in 529 by S.Bendicto (round trip in a day)
• Visit the village of Cerveteri: Etruscan Necropolis of "Banditaccia, declared by UNESCO" World Heritage Site.
... more services

• Tour of Rome by con "apetta " ( typical electric vehicle of the 60)
• Rent a car – scooter – bike
• Visit the food market of Campo di Fiori, Eataly and the typical Sunday markets: antiquities, vintage, regional food market, etc.
• Buy and cook: buy ingredients in a food market and cook a typical roman course in private roman house. ( for instance: pasta carbonara/amatriciana/pesto/lasagna/tiramisù,etc..)
• Booking cultural / sports events
• Booking hotels or b&b, etc
• Booking supervised restaurants and pizzeria, typical or fashion place.
• Booking Pope Franciscus meeting ( on wednesday)
Luigi Grossi – Incoming Spain and Latin America manager

Degree in economics, he has worked for nearly 25 years in Iberia Airlines of Spain, holding the position of Leisure sales manager for Italy, Corporate Account Manager and Joint Business & Alliances Project Manager Italy during recent years.

Luigi.grossi@gpeventi.com
From more than 30 years, always next to our Customers
Contact us

Gabriella De Pellegrini  😊
G&P Eventi s.r.l.
Via del Serafico 155
Telefono 06 95 55 02 06
00142 Roma

gabriella.depellegrini@gpeventi.com
www.gpeventi.com